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COMPANY

Our new certifications
With a view of paying a particular attention to both production and environment
quality level Cofemo Industrie obtained the new certifications ISO 9001 and ISO 14000
in early 2013.
Attention to quality is a priority to Cofemo not only in terms of international standards compliance, but also of usage of proper and recyclable raw materials, international designers , innovative engineering, versatility and company reliability.

ENVIRONMENT

New vapor plant and fire protection system
The new vapor plant allows the 95% recycle of the waste water.
This result , in line with the company’s environmental commitment , allows Cofemo
to be at the forefront of the environmental impact reduction policy.
As to the safety and health protection policy a new fire protection plant has been
installed provided with a vertical pump station, tanks and centralized remote controlled smoke detector.
This plant allows a continous surveillance and an emergency service limiting the
fire spreading in case of danger, without any work stop.

SALES

CLEAN a new base
The 5leg Clean base is enlarging the Cofemo bases range . This 702 mm diameter
(at casters) base is available either in plastic or aluminium both painted and polished.
The Clean base has an essential, thin and squared shape that makes it suitable to
different locations : office, waiting room and lounge seating if offered with glides. It
complies with the EN, BIFMA and DIN standards.

SALES
CB1 a new mechanism
The CB1 is an alternative version of the Sense mechanism and offers the same
quality and features.
It is a comfortable weight activated control without adjusting device. It is a 89 mm
high compact mechanism that provides 5 different back inclinations ( 21° max) in addition to the fixed upright position.
The CB1 peculiar features are a round shape and the possibility to adjust the initial
tension according backs having larger dimensions and weight .
CB1 can be customized to fit to fixed seats or with integrated seat slides and complies with the BIFMA and EN standards.

“A NOTE FOR YOUR DIARY”
COFEMO INDUSTRIE SRL will be exhibiting at
INTERZUM 2013
13/16 May 13 Cologne – D Hall 5.2 – Stand G018/H019
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